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The Regional Center program faces expiration later this year,  
and at this point its future is uncertain. But no matter what happens in  
December, one thing is clear: navigating the EB-5 process is, and will remain, 
challenging and time consuming. The stakes are high — there is no room for  
error at any step throughout the complex process. Without expert guidance and 
oversight, many entities seeking to develop an EB-5 package find themselves 
stressed over each step and sweating the results. Assembling the right team of 
experts — including attorneys, analysts, economists, business plan designers,  
and fund administrators — can make all the difference for stakeholders through-
out the process, from regional centers down to the investors themselves. The 
right team of EB-5 experts can demystify the complex EB-5 process for all  
involved, paving the path for pain-free approval.

Timing is important: it is best to connect with experts early, at the point 
when prospective project sponsors are first exploring the idea of raising funds 
from EB-5 investors. Tapping expert EB-5 guidance from the beginning helps  
ensure that all project components are consistent and accurate. (This is much 
less time consuming and costly than seeking expert counsel either right before 
filing, or — even worse — after filing, once problems have already arisen.) It is  
always strongly recommended to include an EB-5 project manager, often  
referred to as the “quarterback,” at the earliest stages of project development.

When you engage with your team of experts, the first thing they’ll 
do is conduct a comprehensive assessment of the proposed project to en-
sure its likelihood of success for EB-5 purposes. This assessment general-
ly includes an analysis of the following: 1) whether or not the project is in a 
Targeted Employment Area (if it isn’t, your investors may be looking at dou-
ble the buy-in, and this can heavily reduce interest); 2) the anticipated overall 
job creation numbers (utilizing the services of an economist); 3) the planned 
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capital stack (the different sources of capital that will 
comprise the funding for the project, of which EB-5 is 
one component); 4) an analysis of the market for the 
business, including a competitive analysis; and 5) the 
anticipated marketability to prospective investors (uti-
lizing the expertise of an industry broker-dealer) and 
financial projections. A preliminary assessment report  
should be delivered, outlining any recommended 
changes to be made before proceeding with the prepa-
ration of the EB-5 project offering package.

At this stage, you’re already ahead of the game. 

Here are some of the resources you can expect to 
need for smooth facilitation of EB-5 investment in your 
project:

➡  Securities counsel: to create a private place-
ment memorandum (offering document) and sup-
porting documents.

➡  Immigration counsel: to file applicable USCIS 
investor template documentation and process 
the approval.

➡  Market study: to substantiate the viability of the 
business, given current conditions and trends. 
The market study is critical to the overriding cred-
ibility factor for an EB-5 business plan. (Includes 
a competitive analysis.)

➡  Economic impact report: comprehensive job 
projection report prepared by a qualified econo-
mist using USCIS-approved input/output models 
to demonstrate the creation of at least ten quali-
fying jobs per investor. 

➡  5-Year financial projections: as calculated by 
a CPA.

➡  “Matter of Ho”-compliant business plans: 
comprehensive and credible EB-5 business plans 
that comply with Matter of Ho, the relevant case 
in the area. 

➡  Escrow, fund, and accounting administra-
tion: to oversee and coordinate the escrow pro-
cess, administration of project funds, immigration 
workflow, and accounting processes. 

Time and again, we see clients who’ve tried to  
go it alone and have hit the same predictable road-
blocks. Save yourself the headache, and let a team of 
professionals pave a smooth path to success for your 
project! At the end of the day, you simply can’t beat 
expert guidance when it comes to something as com-
plicated — and important — as EB-5 due diligence and 
administration.
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